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Fragile presents Anna Gili's new collection dedicated to the “Animalove” animals, the PETit 
TABLEs: a series of four coffee tables in a limited edition with a zoomorphic inspiration, 
made of glass and Nove's ceramic, one of the major “made in Italy” excellence production 
sites.

Anna Gili's new creations properly integrate in the trace left by the important tradition of 
Italian ceramic art design. These are objects which bear a primordial echo and yet are so 
stylistically modern, which can be easily embraced in a  home decoration  context due to 
their accessibility to a large audience, but which are, at the same time, collection pieces.

Home sculptures,  which  lovingly  serve domestic  life:  true  iconic  presences,  merry  yet 
severe, at times.
As Anna Gili describes them: “...they are suitable for all the animal lovers out there... This 
sort of “inanimate” animal presence is, anyhow, a positive, therapeutic presence, which 
protects and reassures the human being against his atavistic fears...”

Anna  Gili's  creations  subtly  and  ironically  question  how  we  relate  to  the  use  and 
possession  of  objects  converted  into  real  and living  presences  and which  inhabit  our 
everyday environment.

Anna Gili is an artist and a designer characterized by a professional and artistic approach which is 
strongly  influenced  by  the  Renaissance  culture  and  by  her  Umbrian  origins.  Her  professional 
development takes place in the Milan design culture, into which Anna fervently takes part since 
1983.
Her way of conceiving her projects ranges over empathic subjects such as art, fashion, comics, 
interior design and architecture. Her early professional path was deeply influenced by this wide 
range  of  different  creative  worlds  and  this  led  her  to  express  herself  through  avantgarde 
performances and artistic installations such as “Abito Sonoro” (1984), “Persone Dipinte” (1986) and 
“Vestito di fiori” (1987), which later became the humus for her most famous creations such as the 
“Tonda” armchair and the “Cro” vase. 
Anna believes objects are everything but neutral and impersonal, since they participate in our lives, 
interact with us and help us to maintain a bond with the world and with our imagination. Through 
their symbolism and their charisma, they take us back to our childhood and even more ancient 
times.
Anna also designed for  Alessi,  Bisazza Mosaici,  Byblos, Cappellini,  Cassina, Dornbracht,  Fiat, 
Ritzenhoff, Salviati, Slamp, Swarovsky, Swatch, TDK and Trend Group.

t's been years since Fragile started to organize events and exhibitions, such as Franco Albini & 
Franca Helg (2009);  Nothing Less – La forza del Design femminile (2011), Bracciodiferro. Gaetano 
Pesce – Alessandro Mendini 1971 – 1975 (2013) and Il Design fa 90 / Ninetiestastic Design, cur-
ated by Anty Pansera. On the occasion of the Salone del Mobile 2014, Fragile started to host con-
temporary design exhibitions such as “Luce Continua” by Stefano Galuzzi.
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